
Lightcloud Blue | Accessories
Adding features to your Lightcloud Blue site is easy with these various devices. 

Remote
The Lightcloud Blue Remote lets you control your 
enabled lighting from anywhere onsite. Manage on/off  
switching, dimming, color temperature tuning, and set 
two programmable buttons for custom scenes. It also 
comes with a wall plate that can be mounted to any 
surface, replace an existing wall switch, and easily add 
a point of control other than your phone.

Voltage: 3V

Amps: 10mA

Range: 60 feet

Battery Life: 2 years

Dimensions: 2 5/8”H x 1 5/16”L x 3/8”W

Weight: 0.21 lbs
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Voltage: 120 - 277V

LED Load Ratings: 120VA~1A@120V; 250VA~1A@277V

LCBLUECONTROL/W

Controller
Turn any 0-10V LED Dim-to-Off  (DTO) fi xture 
into a Lightcloud Blue-enabled luminaire with 
a Lightcloud Blue Controller. Once installed, 
the mobile app will fi nd, provision, and begin 
controlling your lighting…it’s that easy. The 
Controller’s button can also be used to identify 
the device within the app, to turn the fi xture 
on/off , and to set dimming level.

COMING SOON…
Lightcloud Blue Dimmer

COMING SOON…COMING SOON…COMING SOON…

Voltage: 5V

Amps: 500mA

Connectivity: USB-A
Must be connected to a 
2.4GHz Wi-Fi network

Dimensions: 1 3/8”H x 1 1/16”L x 
1 1/16”W

Weight: 0.07 lbs

NANO/LCB

Nano
The Nano expands Lightcloud Blue’s capabilities to include SmartShift™ 
circadian lighting, scheduling, and compatibility with Amazon® Alexa 
or Google® Nest. It also off ers manual control over all devices on a site, 
letting you turn lights on/off  or cycle through color temperatures. 
Simply plug the Nano into a USB power source to get started. 
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